
Martina the Beautiful Cockroach Read-Aloud Guide 

 

 

 

This is a folktale from Cuba. I know ... a book about a cockroach? Give it a try and I 

think you will be pleasantly surprised. 

When Martina is ready to look for a husband, her grandmother steps in to help her 

find a suitable mate. Read to find out what advice Abuela gives her about a trick 

with coffee?  

So What?  This story matters because we all have to decide which people should be 

important in our lives and which personality traits we believe are valuable.  

Reading Skills:   Character Traits, Cause and Effect, Repetition, Fluency, Making an 

Inference  

Before-Reading:   

• What is a cockroach?  Do we want them around? Where have you see them?   

• Look at the cover and title.  What do you think this story will be about?  

Open to the title page and see where Martina lives.  Do you think she lives 

there alone?  

• What kind of trick with coffee could this character use?  

 

Vocabulary and Word Work:   

• The author sprinkles in Spanish words appropriately so children will enjoy 

hearing and speaking them. Spanish-speakers will have fun with familiar 

words.  



• Shawl, aghast, stammered, suitor, abuzz, balcony, strutted, crooned, 

splattered, clumsy, humble, stunned, dabbed, boorish, warbled, livid   

• What is the different between dabbing and rubbing?  

• Prefixes:  disbelief (prefix “dis”), unsuitable (prefix “un”) What is the 

different in the word creep as a verb and a noun? How is livid different from 

vivid?  

• Compound Words:  household, seashell, grandmother, meanwhile, 

sidewalks, yourself,   

• Simile:  voice was like warm honey  

 

During-Reading:   

The author states that Martina was ready to “give her leg” in marriage.  What 

expression do we use with humans who get married?  

• Predict what the shocking advice is going to be? When I predict with children 

I ask them to listen and, if their prediction was correct, whisper, “Yes!” If 

they were not correct, that is okay because they were still thinking.  They 

quietly say, “Oops!” The kids love doing this.  It is done quietly so not to 

disrupt the story.  

• How do the illustrations support the story?  

• The parrot helped spread the word that Martina was looking for a husband.  

In today’s world, how do couples spread the word about their engagement?  

• Act out how Martina looked when she was sitting “daintily.”  Why did the 

author repeat the words, “and crossed her legs” so many times?  

• When the rooster “strutted” in, what does that tell you about his personality?  

• The sentences, “Martina Josefina Catalina, Cucaracha. Beautiful muchacha. 

Won’t you be my wife?” is repeated with each suitor.  When I read it in 

school, I wrote those lines on chart paper and the children read along when 

that part came up in the story.  They just love when they participate in the 

stories.  It also helps build fluency.  

• Why did the author say the pig “hoofed up?”  Look at the illustration of him 

and talk about what it tells about him. Why did he smell so badly?  

• How can you tell what the lizard’s real intention was?  Why does Martina say he 

is too “cold-blooded” for her?  

• Talk about the difference in being “fuming” mad and “fumes” from a gas engine.  



• What does it mean that Martina’s heart began to beat faster? What might cause 

your heart to beat faster?  

• How did Martina’s actions change when she met the mouse? How did the 

author let you know what her heartbeat sounded like?  

• Why was Martina hesitant to use the coffee trick on the mouse?  Why did the 

mouse spill the coffee on Martina?  

• How does the expression, “the shoe is on the other foot,” apply to this story?  

How did the author turn the expression around slightly to fit this story?  

• Could a mouse and cockroach really live together in Nature?  

• How did playing the violin help Ada imagine a different life?  What would she 

want?  

• Do you have enough confidence to perform in front of an audience?  

 

After-Reading:   

• Compare the courting process of Martina with humans.  

• Do you think Abuela’s advice was good?  

• Do you know any advice that would be “tricky?”   

• What advice would you give someone (girl or boy) if they were looking for a 

husband or wife?  

• What criteria do you have for choosing friends? What special traits do you have 

that other people would like?  

• Draw pictures of Martina with each of her suitors. Then make word bubbles of 

what the suitors said when the coffee spilled on them.  

• Talk about the ways Martina seemed to be “clumsy” during the story.  

• What can you find out about “cold-blooded” creatures?  

• Do some research about the critters in this story and then use them in a story.  

Illustrate your story.   

Connections:  How does the trick in this story compare to the trick in The Dancing 

Turtle?  

Compare this story to The Old Woman Who Lived in a Vinegar  

Bottle.  

 


